Get Your Money
Service Business
Ready For the
Age of FinTech
Enjoy all our new revolutionary
services in one place.

Website with maintenance included
Is creating and maintaining your own website expensive and troublesome? If you want a
cost effective web presence with minimal effort, this is the option for you! Your branded
website includes booking and online payment capabilities, as well as showing YOUR
latest rates, allowing your customers to easily order currency online and pay
electronically from your exclusive website.
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Your website will include the latest search engine best practices to ensure it is easily
found online. No need to pay extra for hosting or maintenance fees — we’ve got it all
covered and we will make sure your online shopfront is available to capture today’s
increasingly digital savvy customers.

You already have a website, but can't take
bookings or payments?
We work with your developers to easily integrate our booking and ePayment capabilities into
your website in short order. Put us in touch with your website developers and we can confirm
with them how quick and cheap it will be to add.

Low cost QR code INSTANT ePayment facility
Do you get lots of requests from your walk-in customers for non-cash payment methods?
Unable to find a cost-effective ePayment facility tailored to your business and compliance
needs? Our low cost QR code ePayment facility is your solution for settlement and access to the
cash the same working day!
All you need to do is set up a business bank account with our banking partner, RHB Bank, and
we’ll handle the rest for you. Don’t have an RHB Bank account? No worries, our banking partner
will help you set up a corporate bank account quickly!

Terms & Conditions Apply

Discover why CurrenSeek Pay is the best way to accept payments online for your business
CurrenSeek Pay

Features and Limits

Payment Processor

Bank Negara approved FPX used by thousands of businesses and banks in Malaysia

Payment Method

Online Banking - pay from any Malaysian Internet banking account

Settlement Speed

Immediate

Access to Funds

Instant access to funds

Per Transaction Fee

RM1 (debited directly from your account)

Monthly Fee

RM0

Annual Fee

RM0

Maximum Payment Limit for Consumers

RM30,000 (per transaction)

CurrenSeek Holds Your Customer's Banking Details

No

Foreign Currency Notes (FCN) Trading Platform
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Do you rely on a few known wholesalers or banks, or are part of MSB trading chat groups, using fax or
phone calls to source your foreign currencies? We have a better solution for you.
Our "FCN Marketplace" opens up new opportunities by connecting you to a large pool of licensed money
changers and business customers who are in frequent need of foreign currency notes in bulk. Using our
anonymous solution, you can meet unexpected surges in demand or sell surplus currencies to optimise
your inventory.

Here are some of the reasons why our customers recommend us to other money changers
Innovative Service
CurrenSeek offers a unique set of services that are
constantly being enhanced to meet evolving needs and
ensure our money changer clients offer great online services.

Regulatory Compliance Friendly
The system has been designed and is developed to assist
money changers with their compliance needs with the latest
regulatory requirements in this ever-evolving industry.

Strong Security
Strong encryption and automated data back-ups ensure all
data is safe and secure.

Up-to-Date and Reliable
Our services have been designed through direct feedback from
our active community of licensed money changers & developed
to be available to customers 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

Cost Effective
We offer tiered pricing plans to accommodate a wide spectrum
of clients from single branch businesses to those with multiple
branches in different locations in Malaysia.

Customer Support
Friendly and knowledgeable customer support is included in
the service fee.

Get Started Today!
Make your business FinTech-ready and accelerate your business growth
Contact Us Today
Email: sales@currenseek.com Tel: +60 3 7624 4233

Learn more at www.currenseek.com/msb

